
CRASH COURSE, SESSION 2 

How to Choose Your Author Goals 



What You’ll Learn: 
»  Your possible paths to success as an author 

»  Why certain actions are more likely to lead to certain results 

»  How to start planning for your author dream 



What’s Possible? 
»  A significant side income that helps make ends meet 
»  A full-time income of over $50k per year 
»  A major runaway hit that nets you six-figures 
»  A legion of fans who shower you with five-star reviews and talk 

you up to their friends 
»  Speaking, book deals, and other major opportunities 



How They Did It 
»  Chris Fox: Wrote 6+ books, networked with other authors, training 

himself to write fast, learned his target market  
»  Mark Dawson: Wrote 9+ books on the train to work, spent 

significant money on advertising, taught others what he learned 
»  Steve Scott: Wrote 40+ books, built up an email list and a good 

reputation, networked like crazy  



What You’ll Have to Do 
»  Spend some combination of time, money, and effort 

»  Need to work consistently and never give up 

»  Realize there is no such thing as an overnight success 



What You’ll Have to Sacrifice 
»  Saying “Yes” to being an author means saying “No” to 

something else 
»  Get up earlier or stay up later 
»  Reduce your spending to save up money 
»  Convince your family to give you more time to work 



Goals That Fit Your Lifestyle 
»  The “successful author life” isn’t for everyone 
»  It’s very different from the 9-to-5  
»  If you’re unwilling or unable to put in the time, you can still be 

an author 
»  But you need to be efficient and patient  



 What’s Your Pain Level?  
»  How hard are you willing to work? 
»  Will the hard work be worth it if you can overcome the crappy 

job, low income, or other “pain” in your life? 
»  If so, it starts with taking action 



Your Prep Work 
»  Schedule out time in your calendar or app 
»  Set up a sustainable routine and take action for at least 60 

days straight  
»  Start saving $50 to $200 a month indefinitely 
»  Talk to your loved ones about establishing and respecting your 

boundaries  



How to Remember Your Goal  
»  Write down your goal and put it somewhere prominent (mirror, 

wallet, desktop, etc.) 
»  Use it as an affirmation 
»  Visualize it happening 
»  Get people on your side 



Recap 
»  Anything is possible in publishing 
»  All success stories earned their goals 
»  Plan to take action and be willing to make sacrifices  
»  Schedule time, save money, and actively study your goal  



Homework 
»  Sign into the Selling for Authors Facebook Group 
»  Start a new thread where you share your goals as an author  
»  Explain what work you’ll have to do to achieve those goals 


